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Pell Grants cut for fall as Congress revises
•

•
•

.

..

College Press Service
Major changes in the federal Pell Grant
program maycosthundredsofthousandsof
students their grants, forcing them to leave
college or shoulder more debt
'This is going to affect students already
in the worst situations," said Laurent Ross,
a research associate with the American
Council on Education. ''Many of these students will have to borrow more money or
drop out of school."
Some of the nation's neediest ~tudents,
already.hurt by the Pell Grant cu~ earlier

this year, now face further reductions as a lose them entirely or have the grants cut by the grants reduced drastically ~r cut out
result of revisions to federal
more than $100, according to · entirely - and these are the students you
student financial aid proRoss.
want to get the grants. These are the poorgrams.
"There is less
Although last year's est of the poor."
The Pell Grant program was designed to
Mary McKinney, director
efigibifity for the changes in the Higher Eduoffinancial aid at the Univercation Act affect all financial help financially needy undergraduate stusity of Central Florida, said:
Pell Grant."
assistanceprograms,thenew dents meet the costs of their education by
"In our evaluation, there is a
laws, which are in effect for providing them with direct financial assisgreateramountofneedwhen
the 1993-94 academic year, tance. The awards are calculated using a
• Mary McKinney come down hardest on cer- formula that determines how much income
you compare the students in
UCF FINANCIAL AID
taingroupsofundergraduate students and their families can afford to
need from last year to this
students who receive Pell contribute to education.
year.ButthereislesseligibilGrants.
ity for the Pell Grant"
Ross said the problem with the new laws
''It's a -disaster," Ross said. "Students
About 26 percent, Qr 1.2 million students, who receive Pell Grant awards will w:10 used to get the Pell Grants are finding
GRANTS continued page 3

UCF ·M en's basketball coach

announces his resignation
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•
•

.
•

•
•

•

by Alan Byrd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After three seasons at the
hi!lm of the UCF men's basketball team, head coach Joe Dean
resigned Monday.
No reason was given why Dean
resigned, but he told the team it .
was best for him to move on and
that he was going back to Birmingham to work with a friend.
"I am very proud of the work
and energy we have put into this
basketball program the past four
years," Dean said. Athletic Director Gene McDowell was disappointed with the decision .
"We are disappointed thatJoe
has resigned to pursue other
interests," McDowell said.
"It's unfortunate," freshman
forward J am~s Harper said.
Harper was recruited by Dean.
"I believe if he would have
stayed; the team would have
gotten better. He made a bad
mistake." Harper said that he
enjoyed playing for Dean. ''You
have your ups and downs with
anyone," Harper said. "Even
though we were losing, he still

•

•

·•

UCF Men's basketball coach Joe Dean resigned
Monday. (file photo/FUTURE)

Attorney in the Gregory K case: ·System tails to protect children
by Jon Sargent

•

remained enthusiastic."
coach until the new athletic diSophomore forward Darryl rector is named in July.
Davis agreed. "I wish he could
"Joe (Dean) recommended
have stayed," he said. "I liked him and so did the captains of
playing for him." ~~~~~~~~~ the team," McAll-time UCF asDoweil said . "I
"I ·think he
sists leader Sinua
don't want to leave
Phillips said the
the players danmade a bad
team was in shock
gling."
mistake"
when the decision
The new coach
was announced.
will be the fifth
Dean leaves the
coach for UCF in
team at what
- James Harper 10
UCF FORWARQ
years.
· Dean came ro
seeinedbeoneofthe
brighter spots for • • • • • • • • • UCF at the start of
UCFs basketball program. The the 1989 season. He compiled a
team had all starters returning 37-73 record at UCF and boasts a
and some picked the team to win · 174-118·overall career record.
its conference next season.
After playing and coaching
"We just have togetourmind basketball at Mississippi State
baek on having a winning sea- University, he led the Universon .and winning the Trans sity of Kentucky to the 1978
America Athletic Conference," national championship as an
Phillips said.
assistant coach. Dean wen.t on
Assistant coach Ben DeVary to become the head coach at
wi11 take over- in the interim. Southern-Birmingham College.
DeVary has been a full-time as- He had six consecutive winning
sistant at UCF for the past sea- seasons at BSC and went to the
son and was a restricted-earn- Na ti on al Association of
in gs coach for two years on Interco11egiateAthletics tournaDean's staff. No decision will be ment twice. He ranks second in
made on a permanent head UCF coaches for wins.

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jerri Blair, the attorney who
helped to win Gregory K's right
to divorce his parents, spoke to
UCF's Phi Alpha Delta Law
Fraternity last Friday.
About 55 students came to
hear her view on both the Gregory K case and other related

children right's issues.
Blair was invit.ed and introduced by Dr. David Slaughter,
assistant professor of legal
studies. In addition to repre~
senting Gregory K, Blair also
represented the minor in the
In Re T.W. case that held
minors could have an abortion
without parental consent. Recently, she helped several abor-

tion clinics in central Florida
to get an injunction against
pro-life demonstrations.
Blair first addressed the
need to reform how children
are handled in the judicial system. She attributes the
system's inability to protect
children with the increase in
prison population.
"Many people who were ne-

CLASSIFIEDS page B

glected or abused in childhood
are in jail, especially those on
death row."
Blair cited a study by the
former Bush Administration
that demonstrated failing to
protect children results in the
government paying millions
later on prisons.
Blair believes this figure can
be attributed to the ineffec-

tiveness of HRS.
"HRS is an inconsistent
system that doesn't address
the needs of children. Children often stay in foster care
too long."
Blair advocates a more proactive stance that will eliminate future costs for criminal
SPEAKER co.ntinued page 3
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• Convenient Parking
• Fast Friendly Service
• Free ~.opcom and Soda During Finals
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Cash for Books
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Books bought back all year.
r

Located in the University Shoppes
Shopping Center next to Dorllino's and Kinkos

•
•

•
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~ Phone:

249-0855 • 12209 University Boulevard

•
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OPEN DAILY beginning Monday, April 19th .
.·

Extended hours during Finals Week

·Cash for Books
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Man caug'1t with his pants down
by Mark Schlueb

•
•
•

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

At first, Kristie Friedrich
thought she knew the man.
It was only when she got
nearer to him that she realized his pants were unzipped
and he was fondling himself.
She did not know the man at

all.
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Announcements

"He was walking toward

me," Friedrich said. "I was passing him." Friedrich was walking to her car on the sidewalk
behind the Education Building
at about 2:30 p.m. on April 9
when she saw the man .
"Disgust is all I feel about it,"
she said. She walked to her car
and left, police said.
Working with Friedrich, police produced a composite sketch
of the man.

Attorney talks
on children's
rights in court
SPEAKER ,
FROM PAGE 1
imprisonment. Specifically, a'lairmain- .
tains that the decision in the Gregory
K case will better enable children to
protect themselves .
The Gregory Kcase established that
a child has standing in court, which
means he or she can file a petition on
his or her own behalf. .The case also
recognized Gregory K's c<'nstitutional
right of access to the courts.
Blair feels that giving children standing will allow them to better protect
themselves when the system has failed
to do so.
"If the child is not allowed individual standing, it's dangerous if the
state or guardian fails to protect the
child."
She said the ruling will avoid situations like Gregory K's when the neglected child is put in foster care, not
contacted by his parents for long periods of time, but later forced to live with
the parent by HRS.
"The child will have a voice of where
[he or she] would like to live with ...a
relative, guardian or a potential adoptive parent."
Despite the ruling, HRS still does
not recognize that children have standing. Instead, Blair said that the state
has traditionally regarded children as
property.
"They are not property, they are
people."
Since the courts have held that children have constitutional rights, Blair
maintains the HRS's refusal to recognize that children have standing is
inconsistent.
"Why have rights and have no way
to enforce them?"
In response to a question on what
she foresaw in the future, Blair believes that there will be a "lp]ositive
new wave oflitigation" that better protects children. In response to the fears
that the ruling would cause excessive
suits by children against their parents,
she said frivolous suits would be limited by the standard of proof required
in these types of cases .
"You must show by clear and convincing evidence that the child is
abused, abandoned or neglected," Blair
said.
Despite the fears of others taking
advantage of the ruling, Blair maintains that a child who is mature enough
to decide whom he or she wants to stay
with should have that right in abuse
and neglect proceedings.
"A child must have these rights because of their interest in their liberty
and safety," Blair said.

Spring Commencement

A copy of the picture was
issued to each UCF officer,
as well as to sex ·crimes investig~tors from other loca~
law enforcement agencies.
The man was white, in his
early 20s, 5 feet 10 inches
tall, 170 pounds, with light
brown hair.
He was wearing khakicolored pants and a dress
shirt.

Commencement ceremonies will
take place at 8 a.m. for College of
Business Administration, 11 a.m. for
College of EducatiOn and College of
Engineering, 3:30 p.m. for College of
Arts and Sciences and at 7:30 p.m.
for College of Health and Public Affairs May 8 in the UCF Arena.

Summer Grad Deadline

Financial aid restuctures Pell
dependent students who work.
"It's very troubling," said Dallas MarGRANTS
tin,
president ofthe National Association
FROM PAGE 1
of Financiru Aid Administrators. "Alcan be traced to changes in that needs- though their circll.mstances haven't
analysis formula The students at risk of changed at all, many of these students
losing their grants or having them re- will find themselves with no grants ..."
duced fall into two categories: students
The grant cuts are rooted in a bill that
who are single and independent (they wassignedinrolawbyPresidentBushin
don't rely on theirparentsorotherfami]y .. July 1992. About every five years, the members for income), and students who Higher EducationActof1965isreviewed
are dependent on their families' income and amendments aremaderoit In 1992, and work part time. wrhose students are · _ the amendments targeted, among other
hurt by the new formula,,,.said Lenthon things, the definition of dependency and
Clark, director ofthe Financial Aid Office ~e old needs-analysis system.
at the University of Arkansas in
The new law makes it more difficult
Fayetooville.About19percent-or2,800 for a student to be classified as an inde- ·
students-have received Pell Grants.
pendent. A report released by the ConClark said he hasn't seen a significant gressional Budget office estimates that
change yet in the number of students 300,000 students who were once considreceivingthe awards or the amountofthe ered independents will now be reclassiawards, but added, "It's still too early in fied as dependents. Many of those stuthe processing system to tell" Most stu- dents will lose their Pell awards or have
dents are currently applying for Pell them reduced.
Grants for the 1993-94 academic year.
The revised system, which starts in
Nationwide, theeffectofthenew lawis fa]} of 1993, places students under the
expected to be dramatic. Of the approxi- age of 24 in the dependent category unmately 4.5 million college students who less they are married with dependent
are expected to receive Pell Grants in the children, veterans or graduate and pro1993-94 academic year, about 25 percent fessional students. Those who turn 24
will be classified as single independents before Dec. .31 of 1993 are considered as
and about 13 percent will be classified as ind'epent students.

Revised Final Exain Schedule
If the First class
of the week meets:

Final Exam
Schedule is:

Monday

8-10 a.m.
8-10 a.m.
8-10 a.m.
10:30-12:30
10:30-12:30
12:30-2:30
1-3
1-3
3-5
10:15-12:15
8-10 a.m.
10:30-12:30
10:30-12:30
1-3 p.m.
1-3 p.m .

Tuesday

7a.m.
8
9
10
11 12p.m.
1
2
3
7a.m.
8:30
10
11:30
lp.m.
2:30

Students intending to graduate during summer of 1993 must file an
"Intent_to Graduate" form by May 21.

Earth Day '93
The UCF Environmental Society presents Earth Day '93 from 1oa.m. to 4
p.m. Wednesday on the UCF Green.
Organizations inck.Jde: The Nature Conservancy, Florida Audubon Society,
Save· the Manatee Club and Central
Floooa Earth Alliance. Stores incl.Ide:
The EcoStore, Father Nature andCrescentMoon.ShocklizardandTwo Doors
Down will perform live.

WUCF·FM Wants You
WUCF-FM hassurrmerposltionsavailable for writers, reporters and anchors.
Gain valuable experience, knowledge
and unsurpassed fun. For jobs in news,
contact Trace Tryl<o and tor sports Rob~rt Devore at 823-2444.

Film Logo Contest
1he award winning Motion Picture
Division of UCF is seeking a logo to
represent the film program. It will
become the official program logo
used on T-shirts, key chains, letterhead, etc. Over $100 in prizes will be
awarded to the winner.
A list of official rules may be
picked·up at the Motion Picture Division Off ice located in Portable
PC3, Room 201. To receive a list of
rules by mail, call 677-6991 and
leave your name and address. Mail
all entries to Bret Kane, University
of Central Florida, Motion Picture
Division, Orlando, Fla. 32816-0344 :

Library Exhibitions
April 30
May3
May5
May3
May5
April 30
May3
May5
April 30
April 30
April 29
May4
April 29
May4
April 29

If the First cla.ss
of the week meets:

Final Exam
Schedule is:

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

4p.m.

3:15-5:15 p.m. May3
May4
May5
April 29

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

5:30p.m.

5:20-7:20 p.m. May3
May4
May5
April 29

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

7p.m

7:30-9:30 p.m. May3
May4
May5
April 29

The following exhibits will be on display
in the UCF Library in May: The Art
Works of GuangHui Zhao: Exhibition of
the postponed dream by Guang Hui
Zhao; Art of the 1990's: Recent Artworks of UCF, by Linda C. Bailey, Art
Department; Accessing U.S. Patent
Information, by Ted Pfarrer, reference department, library; Nursing
Memorabilia, by Dr. Roberta G.
Gropper, Nursing Department, UCF
Daytona Beach Campus.

SG "Best in Florida"
Florida Leader magazine declared
UC F's Student Government Florida's
"Best .studen~ Government" (public
university), in its 1993 "Best of Florida
schools" publication.

Reggae Bash
Caribbean Summer Breeze Productions will feature Ross Brown and
Errol at 9 p.m. Thursday at the Impulse Lounge, located at 3300 S.
Orange Blossom Trail. College students 18 and up welcome. College
students get two-for-one admission
with identification. Regular admission, $5. Paul Williams of 1600 AM
will DJ. The video "Peculiar Girl" will
be filmed for CSN. The company will
give prizes at the door. For more
information, call 422-4521.
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Students and businesses join in Earth Day
Eco jobs grow for graduates
schools, and it shows no signs of enroll in the Environment.al Studslowing anytime soon.
iesprogram."Thisisasubstantial
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The University of Central percentage, considering the new
Something was not right in Florida's degree program for envi- curriculwn has only been in place
Leslie Rutson's life.
.
ronmentalengineers,forexample, since the fall of 1989.
Her future didn't seem all that has shot up more than 50 percent
Schools hit by these kinds of
promising. A freshman in eollegef over the past three years, accord- increases are attributing it to a
Rutsonwasmajoringinbusiness. ing t.o Dr. Yousef A Yousef, an resurgence of environmental
But she had to be honest with environmental engineering pro- awareness that has been gaining
herself.Thejobmarketwastough, fessor at UCF.
·
strength since the late '80s. Job
and · she just oouldn't see going
'Theup-and-romingfieldisen- marketanalystsarefindingyoung
vironmentalengineering; agreed people who were involved with
through life as an accountant.
Shewantedt.ogetintoasecure Kathy Dobbins, a senior in that local recycling and clean-up
field and at ' the same time do discipline at UCF.
projectshopingtotumtheirearthThe College of Natural Re- first attitudes into careers.
something t.o improve her world,
something to make her feel good sources at the UniBut a healthy
about herself.
versity of Mllu;lesota ~~~~~~~~ environment
Rutson had talked t.o one ofher hasseenevengi-eater
isn't the only fac'The up-and- torbringingsome
mother's oo-workeraand was re- increases, said : Ann
ally_interes~in theperson'sjob. Mayhew, the assiscoming field is into eco-jobs. A ·
The oo-worker was an environ- tanttothedeanofthe
environmental strongdemandin .
the marketplace ·
mental engineer.
college.Enrollmentin
Finally, the day came when the school; formerly
engineering.,, is also leading
Rutson made the big decision. the Coliege of ·For• Kathy Dobbins many to turn
Falling asleep in economics class, . estcy,has,grownfrom
UCF SENIOR
their heads toshe'd had enough. She changed 336inthefallof1989
ward ecology
fields. The last
her major to·environment.al engi- t.o 575 for the same
neering.
period of 1992. .
few years have seen the introAnd she isn't alone; Rutson is · .In response t.o the enrollment duction of new legislation that
part of a growing group of young increases ·iii eco-minded fields, U regulates the way businesses,
peoplegettingintooneofthefast- ofMaddedanewdegreeprogram. statesandmunicipalitiesinterest-growing 'job markets in Studentscannow~amadegreein actwiththeirenvironments.AcAmerica-th-eenvironment.aljob · Natural Resources and Environ- cording to industry experts,
mental Studies. The new curricµ- there's a big demand for people
market.
Thelastthreeyearshavebeen lumhashadtremendousresponse who are familiar with the new
boom times for colleges and uni- from the entering students, laws and know what needs to be
versitiesofferingecology-oriented Mayhew said. 'This fall, we'vehad done to be in compliance with
degree programs. E_nrollmenthas almost halfofthe undergraduates them.
'With an increased deman~
nearlydoubledsince 1989atmost intheCollegeofNaturalResources

by Mark Schlueb

Groups and bands

gather on the green
cally grown cotton and items
made from hemph.
CENTRAL FlpRIDA FUTURE
Along with the store and orgaThe UCF Environmental f». ·. nizations, live music by Shock the
ciety will pr~sent EarthDay · Lizard and Two Doors Down will
1993Wednesday, on ti}~ UCF perfonndumgthedayonthegreen
.
~
. · . As part of Earth Day 1993,
Green.
This annual affair will feature brief presentations will be made
such organizations as the Nati.ire . by The Environmental Society in
Conservancy, Florida Audubon order to inform ·.students of conSociety, Save the Mana~ Club cerns.both on a local and internaand Central Florida Earth Alli- tiorial level.
ance.
Ten~rcentoftheprofitsmade
To advertise environmentally willbedonated t.oano!}profitorgasafe products, stores from the nization of the Environmental
Orlando area will also be fea- Society's choice.
tured at the event. The Eco Store
Dana Barth, a member of the
and the Cresent Moon, both of. UCF Envrioment.al Society says,
which sell environmenta,ly safe "Earth Day '93 is for educational
clothing, jewelry, and. other purposes.Itwillletpeopleknowof
products. ·Father Nature· will the concerns that we should have
display .such items· as organi- of the environment today."

by Lisa Springer
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Fall '93

An organization to prepare YOU for the future. It's part of a nation-wide network set up to offer
students opportunities to prepare for a professio~ul career and niake thos_e ill)portant job contacts!

_,..
"'

~-"t*'f!S!t

• SAA • UCF Alumili Ass.ociation

.TU DENT LUMNI SSOCIATION
•
•
•
•
•
•

T-Shirt, decal, membership card·
Mentoring opportunities
·
Career preparatory seminars
Special publications
Networking opportunities
And much, much more

Sign-up begins this August in the Alumni Relations Office (AD 340) and
the Student Government Kiosk. For more details, call UCF-ALUM

-823-2586-
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Area busine~Sman Offers fundrais1n
d
....~
alternative that helps planet as we11

•

by Bill Cushing
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When Ron Cibira began researching the possibilities for
his own business, he knew he
wanted to work with something
that would .be environmentally
sound and still provide his own
efforts with a decent profit margin. He has worked in real estate
and had his own restaurant but
the care -0f the planet became his
sole interest.
"fve been an environmen°
talist all my-life," he said 'They
used to call us hlppies; now they
call us environmentalists."
Originally from Chicago,
Cibira has been in Orlando for
over a decade. His oompany is
Planet Earth Environmental
Servicess a firm that distributes a line of water oonservation
products at all marketing levels.
"I set this company up for my
daughter," he said of the incen. tive behind choosing an environmentally-orietned company.
"She's seven years old"
Planet Earth distributes
three primary products that
are used extensively through- ·
out any house, business or enclosed
environment:
showerheads, sink aerators
and toilet tank flappers.
'The.governnient keeps telling
citizens to cut back," he said. "But
they don't tell us how."

That is where Cibara comes
in. His products, he maintained,
are ideal mean's by which any
water user can save individual
usage.
Calling it a "no-lo.se situation,w Cibara explained that
his products save the amount
ofwatercomingin, the amount
of seawge going out and, consequently, money spent on the
utilit);.
,
Although Cibara sells his
products at the retail level one of his biggest customers is
Rollins College - he stressed
'that lie wants to make it available to those interested in looking for a fundraiser ·t hat goes
beyond the usua~ options of a
car wash or balm sale.
"I target younger people because they are th~ ones who
are suffering from (waste),"
he said. 'We are wasting their
water, not ours."
All his products sell for $10
or less, making them reasonw
ably priced but it is in the savings·that each offers a potential
buyer that Cibara said a customer should find an attraction.
His most expensive it.em is
the toilet flappers the rubber ·
stopper that is hinged at the
drain of a toilet.tank. His particular flapper closes faster because a hole in it does not allow
it to float.
''It's not the volume ofthe water

l

ECO-JOBS

jobsarereadilyavailableforqualified people now, however. SCA
fillsl,200positionsayearnationover the last few years on energy, wide.
but the weight that flushes the water ...and air pollution - these
There are a wide range ofjobs
toilet," Cjbara said. By sealing the areas allrequire carefu1 attention. dealing with the way we interact
amountofwaterleavillgthetank The students go wJ:iere the jobs with the environment. Prospecin a shorter time, most toilets can are," Yousef said.
tive students can choose anything
flush with as little ~ 2 1f2 gallons
The Clinton administration is from park ranger to geologist to
each time.
expected to spur thls growth wildlife biologist
The shower heads, for ex- through a greater emphasis on
Traditionally,recentgraduates
ample, sell for only $8.50 and. envrronmentalissues. ''They'llput have gone to·w0rk for the federal
Cibar~ said that the buyer a lot of money into building the government Sfili a major emshould save that much money infrastructure, which will open player, thegnve~ment employed
on water bills before the first ~oors for our. c1vil and environ- 36,95,5peqpleintheirfiveprimary
year is over. Based on the av- . mental engineers,"Yousefadded. environmental management
erage water pressure of 60
The new presi. . · ~nciesin 1992.
ounds
per
square
inch,
his
dent
cannot
carve
1
In ever-in P
", he students
showerheads use less than 2.5 t hese programs in ·
creasjng numgo where the 'bers,however,de·
ga1lons per minute as opposed stone, however. Into the ~verage of 8 gpm. Simi· dustry analysts are
jobs are.,,
gree-holders are
lal"ly, his sink aerator cuts unsure of what the
g_o\ng to work for
down on the flow of water future political clilocal municipalirather than the actual water mate may hold. Al• Yousef Yousef ties or in the pripressure itself.
though hopeful
ENVIRONMENTAL PROF
vate sector.
But don't take Cibara's word about all the new
One reason for
for it.
jobs popping up,
this is the hlgher
Talk to Gar Vance, assistant Scott Izzo, president of the Stu~ salariesprivat~~sectorjobscom
director of residential life at dent Conservation Association mand. Starting salaries in fedRollins College, and one of admitted, "Programs could dis- eral agencies are low, ranging
Cibara's biggest customers. In appear if a Republican presi- from $15,808 to $26,798 a year.
Relatively low salaries don't
fact, Vance is probably also dent is in office. Certainly we
·c ibara's best salesman.
sawalotofcutsduringthe'80s." seemtodiscouragepeople,though.
"He's a little different than The SCA places applicants in With colleges and universities
most salesman that call on me.'' internship conservation posiQ churning out greater numbers of
Vance saids describing Cibara tions on federal land.
people into thtr environmental
as very "i.nformal.fi
Others involved in the eco-job marketplaceeveiyyear,increased
"He stopped and gave me some market are·more certain offuture competition is nattiral.
literature and some samples," opportunities. TheTampaofficeof
The SCA has 7,000 applicants
Gar reealled of their initial meet- the Environmental Careers OrQ a year for the jobs they fill.
ing. After testing the products ganization (ECO), a non-profit
That's why some placement
out at his own house for several placement group, found positions agencies are sa~g a bachelor's
for eight applicants in 1990, 35 in degree may not be enough. 'We ...
FIXTURES continued page 8 l991and46 in 1992.
advocate getting advance de.All agree that environmental grees...," ECO's Freedman said.
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Awarded Annllally to Ten Students
'WHO·HAVE IMPROVED STUDENT
_ , LIFE ON CAMPUS"
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Pro-life movement
should re-examine ,
its terrorist tactics
ike mice tO the pied piper, it seems that civil
disobedience follows the pro-life movement
wherever it goes.
Recently, hordes of pro-life activists have desc:ended upon abortion clinics throughout Central
Florida. In response to their increasingly violent
acts, an injunction was grant.eel by Circuit Judge
Robert Mc.Gregor restricting harassment at the
clinics by certainpro-life activists. Fifty--0ne people I
were arrest.eel in Melbourne recently (or violating
the injunction.
The reaction t.oward this injunction _took an
interesting twist when pro-lifers claimed they
were being harassed by police, and their First
Amendment rights were being violated.
Harassment? This statement is beyond belief.
First, the injunction is not restricting anyone's
freedom ofexpression. AcrordingtoJerriBlair, the
attorney who helped the clinics gain the injunction, "the [pro-life activists] are not allowed to block
aocess of the clinic or approach people to harass
them, but [they] can still chant, sing, pray and
march." Thus, no one's freedom of expres~ion is
Brian Costello
being restricted. Instead, the injunction ensures a
peaceful as.5emhly under the First Amendment,
LE SOAPBOX
.protects the business inte~st of the clinic and
imes are tough.
protects their patrons' safety.
You'll
no doubt put
Serond, we cannot believe that some in the prome in the same
life movement would have the gall to suggest they
league as Tom Metzger for
are being harassed. Their own acts closely retp.inking this, but every
semble terrorism. It is bad enough that women
night I try to sleep, and
the question burns holes
who attend these clinics are scorned and ridiculed.
in my head: What should I
But what is totally unaoceptable is when these
work on this summer? My
women are followed and sent doomsday abortion
future or my tan? My fume~s through the mail, often addressed to ·
. tu re or my tan?
unexpectingfamilymembers.Inaddition,doctors,
I try to seek solace
judges, attorneys and their families are stalked through television; but ~oey Laurence, the "actor" who
plays the dumb, yet adorable brother on that show
and threatened with bcxlily harm.
"Blossom," is now making what he calls "music," and
There is no right under the Constitution that
the enterfainmenbndustry wants to make damn cerallows people to victimize others in this manner. tain that I see his video at least 666 times.
Such activities undermine society by mocking the
I try to seek solace through religion, through the
hope
that when this life is over, I can pass on to
judicial system and depleting the resoillres oflaw
something
better, but even that hope has been dashed.
enforcement officials. What is also unfortunate is
YQu see, amigo (that's Spanish for "friend"), Brother
that such activities tend to stigmatize all pro-lifers
Rick came back, he read last week's Le Soapbox colas raging lunatics. But there are many who can umn, and he told his congregation that I too will be
anddoresponsiblypromotetheirideologywithout burning in Hell with the likes of Jimi Hendrix, Keith
Moon and Beaver Cleaver.
resorting to violence.
So I'm a hell~und, racially insensitive scumbag
The majority ofpro-life students on campus are
who has a special knack for always turning on the TV
probably responsible, andas such, have an impor- right when Joey Laurence is playing beach volleyball
tant role to play in this issue. We would like to see with a slew of video vixens. I guess the only solace I'll ·
more of them on campus and in the oommunitjr get will be found in Demon Alcohol, right?
·
Wrong.
oondemn these violent intimidation tactics.
Times are tough, indeed. The only brewskis you can
Itis very easyin today's society tojust"throw up
get at Publix that cost less than $2 anymore is Falstaff
ourhands" andseektheinstantgratificationofour (The Choicest Product ofthe Brewer's Art), and I figure
goals.Butifwealldisregarded thelawtogainwhat Sid Vicious and I will be drinking enough ofthat skunk
we feel is right, the entire fabric of society would piss when Brother Rick puts in the bad word for me to
St. Peter. I almost abandoned all hope for this life (and
oollapse into chaos.
We have come too far to regress to the type of the next one), until I had The Vision.
I had a dream.
mentality represent.eel by certain pro-life activists
Cheap wine! I can still use my hard earned $10-a-too far to abandon the principles so many have column paycheck from the paper to buy cheap wine and
sacrifiood to preserve.
I can have a li~tle shindig to take my mind off things. I
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can print up fancy-shmancy invitations, and I can
invite.my friends. I could even invite Dr. Hitt.
Which, by the way, I did.
I crossed out the "bad" words on his invitation, and
I promised him an "All-Star Jam Featuring Failed
Politician Frog the Lazy Bastard!"
I had the scenario in my head: We would all be
drinking Night Train and eating Kraft Shredded Cheddar Cheese, having an exquisite old time when three
knocks would resonate from my door.
I would answer the door, and it would be none other
than the President ofthe University of Central Florida.
"Why hello, Brian!" he would say.
And then, I would be the first UCF student to say,
"Good evening Dr. Hitt! Here, have a jelly-jar glass of
Mad Dog."
This is where The Vision gets really cool. Dr. Hitt
would become the life of the festival; singing, dancing,
putting one of my lamp shades on his head, saying
"Lock me up! I'm a wild man! Lock me up!"
All of us wine connoisseurs would think ofhim as
the bee's knees, and we would put all of the Sucka
MCs who ever dared to call him a stuffed shirt or a
stick in the mud or a fanatical dictator of Germany,
whose warped ambitions nearly destroyed a race of
humanity, in thei~ place.
But he never showed up.
It was sad and depressing, but not surprising. I
guess he had better things to do, which is just as well.
There's always next year, Dr. Hitt, and you'll always be
on my guest list.
So which bottle of wine received the prestigious Le
Soapbox Award for Wine Excellence?
Night Train.
A close second goes to Mad Dog, which is kick-ass as
well. Both wines were priced under $5.
We had four other bottles of cheap wine, and coincidentally enough, they each had a bouquet and taste
that was reminiscent of Pine Sol.
So if there's anything to be learned from today's
column (which is doubtful), it's this: If you must buy
cheap wine because the beer you drink is getting too
expensive, then by all means, get either Night Train or
Mad Dog.
You'll be glad you did.
talk to you next semester.
Bye now.
·
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-----------Letters

• TELLS COLUMNIST TO
WAKEUP

it. The first thing I would like tocommeqton
is Mr. Allman's opinion on alumni support
I am very upset with both of Francis - WAKE UP TO THE REAL WORLD,
Allman's editorials concerning the school's BUDDY!IagreewithMr.Schoen'sletterto
decision to move athletics to the Division I- the editor response, where he stat.es that
A level. I am sony I did not respond earlier, support for one's alma mat.er is linked t.o its
• and I now would like to respond to his April athletic program. Many times itis based on
15th editorial. The first years are always who they haveheardabout the most-ever
transitional periods for any major change heard much about the University of West
• taking place. The decision to move to Divi- Florida? These students will someday besion I-A was a hard, long-thought-out one come alumni of the school they ch~.
andshouldbesupport.ed.ltwillbealengthy, Next, Mr. Allman, showing support for
• maybe rough road to become profitable, but your school is not just graduating and parthis decision will be made t.omorrow or ticipatinginextracurricularactivities while
t.oday, so whynott.oday, andbeablet.obegin you were a student. It includes becoming
seeing the positive effects the move will active with your alumni association ~d to
make sooner? I am personallyexcitedabout some, by showing support to your athletic
theinove!
teams. Seeingyour school advance in recogMany schools' athletic advancements nition and receive greater publicity, very
• provide the opportunity for additional help . possibly through weekend football coverto academics through better facilities. and age - which can be gained by being a
scholarships.Maybeyoushouldthinkabout Divisionl-At.eam-willhelptospark.those
~

•

•

•

memories you wish to rememberfrom your
experiences at UCF. This may in tum help
some to remember that financial support is
constantly needed, and the scholarshipfoundation and other academic' departments
also need support. Finally, I feel that Mr.
Allmai;l really has no right to criticize Mr.
Schoen or anyone on their opinions about
the switch to Division I-A They are not
expressing an appalling attitude toward
education but a support of athletics. Some
of us are sports fanatics and are looking
forward to the new opportunities our athletic program will be proviciing. And, yes
Mr. Allman, some ofus, too, are graduating
with h~nors on May 8.
Deanna Peckman
Hosptal,ity Managenumt

VOTES FOR BACKBONE

Bryan Waller
Psychology
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would seem to take mighty thin skin to
be offended by the blurb on the front.
But, there are fanatics within most every ~oup. What truly scares me is the
thinqess of the backbone and the lack of
intestinal fortitude demonstrated by
those that bow down to the misguided
whim ofany group. Only an extreme lack
of courage or a completely patronizing
attitude, in the worst sense of the word,
can explain the action taken concenimg
the schedule.
If I were a black student attending
UCF, the one offense I would take in the
whole situation would be the condescendingattjtude in existence that would bring
someone to waste both money and time
over such a neutral sentence out offear
that my tender psyche couldn't handle it.

I agreed with your commentary on the
reprinting of the summer schedule. It

Why Not
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·When flying helicopters, remember rules
Dave Barry

•
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ODAY'S AVIATION TOPIC: How to fly a helicopter.
Although flying a helicopter may seem very difficult,
thetruthisthatifyoucandriveacar,youran, withjust
a few minutes ofinstruction, take the controls ofone of these
amazing machines. Of course you would immediately crash
and die. This is why you need to remember:
• RULE ONE OF HELICOPTER PILOTING: Always
have somebody sitting right next to you who actually
knows how to fly the helicopter and can snatch the
• controls away from you.
·
Because the truth is that helicopters are nothing at all
like cars. Cars work because of basic scientific principles
• that everybody understands, such as internal combustion
and parallel parking. Whereas scientists still have no idea
what holds helicopters up. "Whatever it is, it could st.op at
any moment," is their current feeling. This leads us t.o:
RULE TWO OF HELICOPrER PILOTING: Maybe
you should forget the entire thing.
This was what I was thinking on a recent Saturday
morning as I stood outside a small ai!J>Ort in South_
Florida, where I was about to take my first helicopter
lesson. This was not my idea. This was the idea of Pam
• Gallina-Raissiguier, a pilot who flies radio reporters over
Miami during rush hour so they can alert drivers to traffic
problems ("Bob, we have a three-mile backup on the
"nt.erstate due to an overturned cocaine truck").
Pamisactiveinanintemationalorganizationofwomen
helicopter pilots called - Gloria Steinem, avert your eyes
the"WhirlyGirls." Shethoughtitwouldbeagreatidea
for me t.o take a helicopter lesson.
I began having severe doubts when I saw Pam's helicopter. Thiswasasmallhelicopter.Itlookedlikeitshould
have a little slot where you insert quarters to make it go
up and down. I knew that ifwe got airborne in a helicopter ·
this size in South Florida, some of our larger tropical
Dying insects could very well attempt to mat.e with us.
Also, this helicopterhadnodoors.As a Frequent Flyer,
I know for a fact that all your leading U.S. airlines, despite
1>eing bankrupt, maintain a strict safety policy of having
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doors on their aircraft.
"Don't we need a larger helicopter?" I asked Pam.
"With doors?"
"Get in," Pam said.
You don't defy a direct order from a Whirly Girl.
Nowwe'rein thehelicopt.er,andPamisexplainingthe
controls to me over the headset, but there's static an.d the
engine is making a lot of noise. "... your throttle (something)," she is saying. "This is your cyclic and (something)
your collective."
·
"What?" I say.
"(something) give you the controls when we reach 500
feet," Pam says.
"WHAT?" I say.
But Pam is not listening. She is moving a control thing
and WHOOAAA we are off the ground, hovering, and now
WHOOOOAAAAAA we are shooting up in the air, and
there are still no doors on this particular helicopter.
Now Pam is giving me the main control thing.
RULE THREE OF HELlCOPrER PILOTING: If anybody tries to give you the main rontrol thing, refuse to t.ake it.
Pam says: "You don't need hardly any pressure t.o ..."
AIEEEEEEEEEEEEEE
"That was too much pressure," Pam says.

Now I am flying the helicopt.er. I AM FLYING THE
HELlCOPrER. I am flying it by not moving a single body
part, for fearofjigglingthe control thing. Hook like the Lincoln
Memorial statue of Abraham Iincoln, only more rivd.
"Make a right turn," Pam is sa~ng.
I gingerly move the control thing one zillion th ofan inch to
the right and the heliropt.er LEANS OVER TOWARD MY
SIDE AND THERE IS STILL NO DOOR HERE. I instantly
move the thing one zillionth of an inch back.
"fm not turning right," I inform Pam.
"What?" she says.
"Only left turns," I tell her. When you\:e been flying
helicopters as long as I have, you know your limits. After
a while it becomes clear to Pam that if she continues to
allow the Lincoln statue to pilot the helicopter, we are
going to wind up flying in a straight line until we run out
of fuel, possibly over Antarctica, so she takes the control
thing back. That is the good news. The bad news is, she's
now saying something about demonstrating an "emergency procedure."
"It's for when your engine dies," Pam says. "It's called
'aut.o-rotation.' Do you like amusement park rides?"
I say: "No, I DOOOOOOOOOOOOO ... "
RULE FOUR OF HELICOPTER PILOTING: "Autorotation" means "coming down out of the sky at about the
same speed and aerodynamic stability as that of a forklift
dropped from a bomber."
Now we're close to the ground (although my stomach is
still at 500 feet), and Pam is completing my training by
having me hover the helicopter.
RULE FIVE OF HELICOPTER PILOTING: You can't
hover the helicopter. The idea is to hang over one spot on
the ground. I am hovering over an area approximately the
size of Australia. I am swooping around sideways .and
backward like a crazed bumblebee. If I were trying to
rescue a person from the roof of a 100-story burning
building, the perscn would realize that it would be safer
to simply jump. At times I think I am hovering upsidedown. Even Pam looks nervous.
So I am very happy when we finally get back on the
ground. Pam t.eUs me I did great, and she'd be glad t.o take
me up again. I tell her that sounds like a fun idea.
RULE SIX OF HELICOPTER PILOTING: Sometimes
you have to lie.
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GREEK CORNER
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Congratulations to our new i\I:n
brothers: Marek Bakur, Peter Gadah,
Brantfey Galloway, Rania Khouri. Vera
Mack, Mike Menahem, Brian Myers,
Colleen Roarty, Kent Russell, and Kevin
Walsh. We all hope you utilize the many
benefits of brotherhood. Elections are
Wednesday. Make a difference in the
fraternity. Run for an office/chair.
r.AE Picnic tables @ Rollins, drinks .@
Bailey~s & late r:iights with Bach; all the
laughs and smiles, will never be
forgotten. Love, Miss Priss

CLUB INFO
AA meeting every Wednesday 12 noon
SC 211.
Returning to school? Have questions
or need help? Contact Gina at 823-2191
your non-traditional student advocate.

SWAT
SWAT members don't forget about the
barbeque on April 27th. Stop by the
Wellness Center for details. Congratulations to the new exec. members.
Fellowhip of Christian Athletes Thurs.
night 7:00 at WDSC.
Hola Hispano!
HASA has i~ meetings every Tuesday
at 5pm in the SOL. For more info. call
Miguel 862-4121.
'

Golden Key graduating members!
Honor medallions are on sale now for
only $12. Call Mike 277-7829 for
further info.
Attention Golden Key & Phi Eta Sigma
members! Meeting Thurs. 6pm in
SC214 all welcome. Pizza & refreshments!

ROOMMATES
Clean NS F needed to share 2bd2ba
apt at Alafaya Woods call Ashley at
365-6538.
Roomate needed! 2bd/2ba house, 15
min. from UCF, good neighborhood,
washer, dryer, fenced in yard. Call Pam
384-6316.
Alafaya Woods-6 miles to UCF-bus In.
to share 3br/2ba furnished home-w/d,
fp. female/male-neat, nonsmoker, no
drugs or drinking. Must like sm dog $1 00
dep. $300 + 1/2 util. 365-3088.
3 bedroom, 2 bath home, University &
Dean Rd area, washer/dryer, cable
(HBO & Showtime) $245 month
Beeper# 1800-441-7243 (pin# 49868}
evenings.

M or F to share 2br 1ba house near
Univ. & Goldenrod 15 min. from UCF.
Nonsmoker no pets 230/mo + 1/2 util.
move in May 1 call Jim 671-9895.
Roommates needed to take over lease
at Colonial Pointe Apts. Econ. and Hwy
50. ASAPl-Oec. 1. 212 porch pool
upstairs quiet. $55 Vmo or $581/mo wth
w/d calf Bfylia6-77-8337.'Clean N,~,. to share 2bd2ba · tnhs in
Resear'* f'f( 250/m + 1/2 µtil. call Craig
or Way~~1-03?9. .
NS/F Wait~ tcr shar~ 3bduplex $ ~83' +
1/3 spacious . Ct:uckasaw &I Lk
Underhilht();.15 min from campus call
380-95t6~'1
.
.
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Total apartment or room .tor rent
summer term 2br 2ba wshr, dryr, part
furn-walk to UCF call 380--7803.
2 br 2 ba townhouse tor rent walking
distance to campus. Available now $450
David 249-2865.
Duplex 12238 E. Cove $475 671-7832
Furn. apt summer rent 2bed,2ba1h $565
Bill or Bob-679-4295
Large 2bd & 2ba townhome, new
carpet, freshly painted, 300 yards from
UCF to conscientious renter only!
Available August 1st call 839-8419

Female 'roommate needed to share
brand riew. home 9 mins from UCF.
Garage", sqjclowave ..own bedroom. Lots
of peacefulness and privacy. Call
Sonia 249-7560(w/, 382-5339 (h)

FOR SALE

1985 Honda Accord-LX, auto trans.
4-door w/luggage rack, includes ale am/
Clean NS~F wanted 2Pd apt nice area . fm cassette radio, great condition $3000
near E/W downtown 210+ 1/2 648-8877 or best offer. 275-8194.

FOR RENT
Free Apartment Finding Service
Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

Laptop computer-Tandy1400 with 2meg
harddrive, 3 1/2 floppy, modem, mouse,
carrying case, software, and Pasonic
1091 printer-all for $800 call Molly at
381-4722
Mens cap & gown 5'10" $10 _678-1738

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
· Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
Rooms for rent-summer term-males
only-fraternity house.• all utils. included,
cable, full kitchen, pool table, games,
private bath, $200-300 call for details
872-0373..
Attractive,2"bedroom· apt. walk to UCF
$420.00 a:'l'·onth 363-5636.

"STO&ENT APARTMENTS"
For rent, ¢..eloni~I Dr./Alafaya Trail. $85
per week per person, double occupancy with biweekly contract, free furnished,
linens, tv, maid service, microwave/
refrg, cable tv, phone, laundry facility,
student desk, laser bus close by. Please
call 273-1500.
Lovely 2b 2b.dupl ale heat vertical blinds
near Hwy 50 & Dean Rd. $400 mo $300
sercurity call 648-5136 or eve 862-3188
Large 212 w/private balcony or patio large
kitchen, walking distance IQ UCF. Please
ask about our move-in-special. 282-5657.
2 bed and 2 bath for rent at 12008
Alafaya Woods Ct. call 695-0548.
4bd 2ba house 2car garage security
horses lake access part furnished no
pets references 349-9009 June 1st
$1100
'
Winter Pam-·111, pools, tennis, great
location ($380) nonsmoker. 886-2052
212, duplex; washer-dryer, close to UCF,
approx. $44<>.' 365-~25 .

Refrigerator w/icemaker $85 671-7832.

AUTOS
'92 Mitsubishi Eclipse, burgundy, 5 spd,
ac/am-fm stereo. 17000 miles $1000
and assume payments. Call 671-6125
69 VW van. Good engine. Needs body
work $500 or best offer. Call Jim
658-0510 leave message.

HELP WANTED
RPS needs p/t package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
Longhorn Steaks
Voted #1 Steakhouse in Atlanta
9 Straight Years
Now hiring winners. If you possess
drive and energy, and want to have
fun, we want to talk to you. Bar,
hostess, servers, kitchen, books. Apply
in person M-F 8-6 Sat. 9-1
3385 S Hwy 1792 next to Home Depot

Cruise ships now hiring-earn $2000+/
month & world travel (Hawaii, Mexico,
the Caribbean, etc.) Holiday, summer
and career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206-634-0468 ext.
C5418.

chase of additional sink aerators.
: "Overall I think that the physical plant
FROM PAGE4
'.:. ib. our department has had pretty dramatic
monthssVance, who is in charge of the 19 ~at.er savings," Vance said, putting the
residence halls occupied by 1100 on-cam- / «Uiourtt of water saved in the hundi:eds of
pus Rollins students, convinced the school .;i)i.ousandS of gallons.
to purchase the products.
· ~-:· Based on Cibru:a's estimates, Rollins
According to Cibara, Rollins initially saves upwards of$750 a month on its bills.
purchased 250 showemeads and some of HeplansonverifYingthatbypayingWinter
the aerators. Once they realized the savings ·:Park Water at the end of the fiscal year to
involved,theycamebackforanother36and · produce a comparative printout of the 39
Vance is currently considering the pur- meters on the Rollins campus.
t•(.";,,
1

Looking for business, marketing or any major interested in earning money:
The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida Future has unlimited opportunities for advertising
representatives. Payment is made on a generous commission basis and the
only requirements are a positive and motivated personality. Prior experience
in sales is helpful, but not required.
Call Bill or Tisha at 823-2602.
The sooner you start, the sooner you earn.
We are also looking for anyone with experience with Macintosh computers
and Aldus Pagemaker. We need someone to take over a production job.
Paste up experience is prefered, but not necessary. Production will be done
Tuesday all day long during the fall semester. For more information, call Bill
or Jennifer at 823-6397.

~tional long dstance comp. starts its
~n

network marketing comp. *The
ultimate consumable *No monthly
quotas *No minimum monthly
purchases *A lifeti~e income
opportunity *Exciting marketing plan
··Awasome bonus plan *Largest payout
ever *Devote time at your convenience
*'One time- sign up can generate a
lifetime residual *Simple to join * No
reason to ever drop out *Call for
inferma~on 407-263-6148
$2.00 DAILY mailing circulars for major
corp. Free supplies. Rush ·selfaddressed-stamped-envelope to:
USTB Marketing·, Personnel Dept.,
P.O. Box 4203, Bryan TX 77805.
Panama Jack Resort Services and
Sports is now hiring energenic people.
Come work with us at the finest resorts
in Orlando and Lake Buena Vista. Call
us today· 345-1089.
Need Summer Cash? Don't leave the
beach. Be creative & find different
ways to sell the coolest suntan lotion.
it's so unique, it sells it sells! Make
over $100 for every box you sell. Call
(212) 875-9535.
93 GRADS LEARN 1-JOW TO GET
YOUR JOB! Attend AMBITIONS, INC.
seminar 4/21 at 7pm Holiday lnn-UCF.
672-5130.
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
dept. FL-307

-.

FIXTURES

Stock brokers/trainees
Chatfield Dean & Co.
Investment bankers
member NASD-SIPC EOE
You11 find probroker training , superb
compensation. You'll be able to earn
great commissions selling corporate
stocks, bonds, tax shelters & mutual
funds. Mr. Mokhberi 407-649-3104.

Business seeking outgoing/reliable
student for pt emplymnt involving work
w/Orlando hotels including daily.
interaction with hotel employees and
execs. Must have flex sched/wknds.
Must be in area this summer. Send res
and cover. M. Sherman, 4630 S.
Kirkman Rd., Suite 501 , Orlando, FL
32811.
Earn e~tra money in your spare time
part time openings for sales reps. Must
be able to work days, hours are
flexible. Ideal for Business Education
students. Full time summer positions
also open. Auto, phone, basic
computer skills, and a desire to be the
best! Phone 366-7940.
Waffle House new location now hiring
grill cooks, waitor, waitresses for new

8

location flt, p,it, career opportunities,
full benefits package, apply in person
11749 E Colonial Dr. 12-6 daily.
City Nights Valet
Now hiring hardworking athletic clean
cut valet parkers over the age of ~1 for
multiple locatons in downtown Orlando
and attractions area. Opportunities for
excellent pay as well as permanent
positions, call M-F 10-4 (407)
849-0670
Customer service $8.00 an hour pt'ft
Bex t!rs. 263-6372.
Telemarketing $8.00 an hour v1ork
from home flex hours 263-6372.

SERVICES

<

Money for college! Our computer
data base finds available funds. Free
information kit, 305 399-1056.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING:APA,MLA,etc. 366-0538
WORbMASTERS 277·9600
Student dotuments and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional* Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1 .50/ 658-9074
Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556
Typing/Wordprocessing. Reasonable.
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
Resumes, thesis, papers , any typing
best rates-will beat any price. Call Cathy
365-1217.
Thesis, manuscripts 407-349-2577

TUTORS
Accounting Tutor
CPA/former college instructor.
Very experienced.
Call Loretta at 629-1932.

Student Legal Services -Legal Tip #2
What should I do to get my security deposit back?
This information onJ10w to get a security deposit back is the second of a series of legal tps
proviqedto students by UCF's Student Legal Services.To see ifyou are eligible forfree legal
advice or representation by a Fk;>ooa Bar attorney inthisorselectother areass call 823-2538
or stop by Student Center Room 21 O from 8-5 p.m. Monday-Friday to sched.Jle an
appointment.

DILEMMA:
What steps should I take to better my chances of getting my security deposit back?

CURE:

'·

We are expanding our sales force in
the greater Orlanod area. Full and part
time positons are available representing our products. Free in depth sales
training provided. Recruiting agents
will be at the campus bookstore from
10am-2pm, Friday, April 23. Stop by
and lets talk.

.

1. First, meet with your landlord to discuss their definition of a ctean and undamaged
apartment. Also, if a move-in inventory was performed, get a copy of It now. The move-in
inventory will not only show the format of an inspection but also will reflect whether or not
there were damages that pre-existed your tenancy (ex. stains in carpet, worn vinyl).
2. Schedule a move-out inspection with your landlord.
3. Prior to that inspection, move a11 your belongings out and clean the unit. Student Legal
Services sees a lot of charges for cleaning kitchens and bathrooms. So, pay special
attention to those areas.
4. After moving and cleaning, take avideo or pictures of your apartment. Also, have afriend
inspect the apartment. These measures will provide you with evidence ~ there later is a
disp.rte concerning the oondttion of the apartment.
5. Be present for the inspection. If the landlord notes any problems, ask if you can have an
opportunity to cure It. If the landlord has a move out inspection sheet, request a COfY'I.
6. At the inspection, deliver all keys to the landlord and get a signed recePt from them.
7. Provide a written notice of your forwarding address.
The next tip will discuss Florida law regarding the return of security depos~s.
Student Legal Services is funded through the Activity and Service Fee ti-/ SGA.
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BODYBUILDERS
I

XTRA SPACE
MINI STORAGE 6493 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32807
(407) 281-4144
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PUMP HOUSE SUPPLEMENTS
P. O. Box 607803
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How accurate were
Trace's NBA picks?

Fighting Knights
topple Spartans
in offensive
bloodbath!

by Trace Trylko
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The NBA season draws to a close this week with several playoff
spots still up for grabs. The CFFsMagicpreviewfeatured my 199293 NBA predictions and f d like to revisit them in the last Tuesday
issue of the spring sememster.

If you like football we
may have the position
for you.
The Futrure is looking
for writers to cover
football, and other
sports ,in thebfall. For
more info, call 823-6397
and ask for Jenny or
Trace.

Atlantic Division
Standings through Sunday's ga"lles
New York
Boston
New Jersey
Orlando
Miami
Philadelphia
Washington

Trace's prediction
NewYork ·
Boston
New Jersey
Orlando
Miami
Philadelphia
Washington

Comment: Not bad, butfmnotin the clear yet. TheNetsareonlytwo
games behind the Celtics. However, seven for seven is prettY decent.

at Mariner's Village
E. Michigan St. and S. Conway

Central Division
Chicago
Cleveland
Charlotte
Atlanta (tied for fourth)
Indiana
Detroit
Milwaukee

Chicago
Cleveland

Charlot~

Detroit
Indiana
Atlanta
Milwaukee

Comment: My first two and the Bucks look secure. Positions three
through six are still up for grabs. The Hornets are only a half game
ahead of the Hawks and the Pacers.
Midwest Division
Houston
Utah
San Antonio
San Antonio
Utah
Houston
Denver
Minnesota
Minnesota
Denver
ballas
Dallas
Comment: Well, picking Dallas for last was ano-brainer. Everything
else is not quite right. I just hope the Spurs can stay ahead of the Jazz.
Pacific Division ·
Phoenix
Seattle
Portland
Los Clippers
Los Lakers
Golden State
Sacramento

Phoenix
Portland
Golden State
Los Clippers
Seattle
Los Lakers
Sacramento

Comment: Golden State was a good pick iri the pre-season, but
injuries killed them. Everybody had the Suns for first and the
Kings for last, didn't they?
Well, I've got Cleveland over Phoenix in the championship
series. Well, it sounded good at the beginning of the season. Go
Cavs! As for the Magic, I predicted they would win 41 or 42 games.
Well, they probably won't hit that total, but they'll come close.
Going into tonight's game Orlando is 38-40.
Overall, rm 17 of27. Wait until fall, when I strike gold on my
Major League Baseball picks. Enjoy the playoffs hoops fans.
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a Walk-In Medical Clinic

PROFESSIONAL PERSONALIZED CARE
• General Practice
•Workers Compensation

.-GYNEXAM

•GYN

$40.00

• Physical Examinations
• Minor Emergencies
•All Ages
Monday - Friday
8:30AM-6PM
Saturday
9:00 AM - 2:00 PM

Debra J. Adkins, M.D.

withthisad

lr:lt w1
380 9223 JlJa ~
·

•

The patient or other person responsible for payment hu a right to refuse
to pay or cancel payment for any other services, exam or treaunent
perfonned as a result of and within 72 houis of responding to this
advertisement.

Semoran-43-6~---N
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LSAT
• MCAT
GMAT
• NCLEX
GRE • SPEED READING

Rugby players unite to
help one of their own

THE TEST IS WHEN'! CLASSES FORMING NOW.

game in October 1991.' A date
for
the tournament has not yet
SPORTS EDITOR
been determined.
As the seasQns close on most
''The reason for this tourUCF sports, the men's rugby nament is to help Todd," said
team is beginning to prepare tournament director Joe
for one oftheir most important Shimko. "When one of our
tournaments, the Todd Miller teammates goes down, a little
Sevens Tournament.
piece of all of us goes down."
Theregularcollegiaterugby
Miller currently lives outseason begins in ~=======~ side Atlanta with
January and fin his mother and
ishes with the
"The reason for sister and is still
the tournament making progress
championships in
December. The
towardshisrecovis Tcodd."
teams take a hiaery. The prognotus from the regusis was very open
lar season for the
• Joe Shimko ended, and docsummer, but partors said it is posticipate in tournaUCF RUGBY
sible for Miller to
men ts which have •-llillilll_ _ _ _ fully recover.
by Jenny Duncanson

Live Classes with experienced instructors
0
Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available .
7 days a week• Evenings too!
0 No Nonsense Guarantee
0
Industry Leader - 53 years of experience· and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
expertise and resources it takes to help students
succeed
&

•
•

•

KAPLAN

•

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

273~7111

•

11
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no effect on the regular season
standings.
The tournament UCF hosts
is used to benefit Todd Miller,
who was paralyzed during a

II

help Miller purchase a computerwhich will help him with
his school work. They also hope
to contribute money towards
the purchase of a specially
equipped van.
"Last year we didn't really
set a goal," Shimko said. "This
year we want more support
from the community. We are
getting a lot of things donated
and I think we can make it."
The men have one more
game left before the summer
break. After a 90-0 pounding
of NOVA University April 17,
the team is ready to face the
the .Bulls of the University of
South Florida April 24. A victory over the Bulls will lodge
the knights in first place in
This is the ·second year of the state. Kick-off for the men
the tournament, which raised is2p.m., followedbyawomen's
$2,500for Miller's medical bills game at 4 p.m. A men's B-side
last year. This summer the game will be held following
team has set a goal of$5,000 to the women's game.

Mobil Su~er HP Oil Change
•

• Up To 5 ats. of Oil
• New Oil Filter
• 9 Point car check

•

, !H , .

•

ITony Marrillia ceiemaies with Mike

perm
weekends wins. Marrillia hit a
Idouble which scored the winning runs in Saturday's victory. <o.Hoog1FUTUREJ
~ AS
'EBALL
the !.{nights have won.
two for his fifth save .

•

I FROM PAGE 12
.on.

•

five, yet they $cored more runs.
UCF got off to an early 3-0 lead
on a two-run home run by first
:1edge from the first game. In the baseman Gabby Angulo.
· · UCF gave up t wo
FIU came back the next ini fi rst mmng
lrunsandtheKnightswereplay~ ning and scored three runs on
! ing catch up the entire game.
three errors. It was a time when
: They battled to tie the game at . many teams psyche would have
three in the fifth, but allowed been shot.
You've worked hard three more runs in the sixth.
TheKnightsbattledbackand
for your BSN. You'd like
StartingpitcherCraigCozart scored two more runs and esto continue the challenge. 1 (2-1), came into the game with caped a ninth-inning scare. ReThafs what Army Nursing . a 2.60 ERA, but gave up nine liever Schlutt relieved starter
hits and four runs. Jay Veniard Mike Halperin ( 4-4) and gave
offers...professional
came on in relief and walked up two hits but struck the next
challenges.
two. Both scored on hits given two out for his sixth save, putPlus new study opup by Jimmy Still. Still finally tinghimselfamongthenation's
portunities, continuing
! got the Knights out of the disas- leaders in saves.
education, travel. And
trous sixth.
Wednesday night at the UCF
you'll have the respect and
UCFs batting remained in a Baseball Complex, the Diamond
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
dormant state, only getting Knights shut out 25th ranked
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
three hits. "We were just flat, I South Florida, 2-0.
couldn't
believe how flat we
FreshrnanpiteherTimRiegert
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
were,"headcoachJay Bergman (1-0), starting his first game at
· said. "Even in this game though UCF, held South F1.orida to five
we had gobs of opportunities." hits in 7 2/'J innings.
InFriday'sgame,theKnights
"I knew what I had to do,"
Ishowedhowtheyhavebeenwin- Riegert said. "I was preparing
I ning games. In most of their all week."
Irecent victories, the opposing
Schlutt came on in relief and
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i team has gotten more hits, but after giving up a hit, struck out

'---_-_-_-----------------------------------------------_-=-- ---------------------____.

•

•

•
•

•

•

-----,,---Isame wave length.
. In Saturday's second ~me9
I, UCF had lost all the emotional

Once again the Knights gave
up eight hits while only getting

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.

1

ARMY NURSE CORPS.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

The game was scorless until
the sixth inning. The Knights
scored on a double by Angulo,
driving in Marrillia, who had
reached first on an error. One run
would be all they would need for
.ctory However they added
V1
'
antoher• run in the
seventh for
insurance.
It looked as if the Krrights
wouldn'thavedoneitthough.With
right fielder Matt Amman on second and Eddy Garcia on first, Jon
Ball came to the plate and hit
what looked to be a single, but
Garcia was called out for interference with the second baseman.
Amman, who had reached home,
was sent back to third.
In a surprise move, Bergman
sentFrank Fucile, batting .165, to
pinch hit for Kevin Wainscott
Before he could drive in the
run, USF catcherBob Ribinski
passed the ball and allowed
Amman to score. Fucile came
through, anyway, hitting a double
down the left field line.
"He cameinandgothisbiggest
hit of the year," Bergman said
UCF will face USF Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Knights'
regular season home finale.

Sports
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Knights move into second place in TAAC
by Alan Byrd
STAFF RE PORTER

With runners on first and second and UCF down 10 in the tenth inning, the Knights looked like they
might come back and beat Florida International University, Center fielder Tony Marrillia stepped to the
plate, sporting a .311 batting average. And like he's
done so many times this season, Marrillia came through.
He hit a double to the wall and drove in the gamewinning runs.
"I just wanted to hit it hard enough to get the tie/'
Marrillia said. "But I knew if I got enough of it to get it
to the wall, Spuddy (second baseman Eric Golden)
would get in."
The Knights won the game Saturday afternoon, 2-1,
·but the momentum didn't carry over in the doubleheader; the Knights lost to FIU, 6-4 in the night cap.
Still, UCF (23-23 overall, 6-6 in the Trans America
Athletic Conference) took the three-game series from
FIU (23-23, 5-6) with a victory, 5-3, Friday night.
By taking two out of three from FIU, the Knights
climbed into second place in the TAAC's Eastern Division, two games behind Stetson. Stetson bea~ the
College of Charleston twice to help out the Knights.
Only the first two teams in the division go to the TAAC
tournament.
The Knights will not face Stetson again this year, so
they must rely on other teams to beat the Hatters to
move into first. They face College of Charleston and The Diamond Knights celebrate after tenth-inning victory over Florida International Saturday. •
FIU three more times each. If the Knights hold off
The victory helped move UCF into second place in the TAAC Eastern Division <DeHoog1FuruREJ
Charleston tO take second, the Knights will be in the
pitching duel. Starter Joe Wagner could do no wrong,
"We were just getting ahead of the hitters," Wagner 41'
tournament.
In Saturday's first game, the match-up featured a but didn't get the win. In 8 2.13 innings pitched he said. "(CatcherScott)Loubierhadthemoffbalance. We
allowed only five baserunners, while fanning seven. knew what they could do."
TAAC Eastern Division Standings
Jason Schlutt (5-2) came on in .relief and gave up a twoLoubier' ex-pitcher, has worked his way back into
out RBI single giving FIU the lead. But FIU's starting the starting line-up behind the plate. "I just called what 1
9-6
Stetson
pitcher did his own form of baffiing hitters, giving up I would throw," Loubier said. "Me and Joe are on the
6-6
UCF
onlyiive hits in 9 2.13 innings, but two of the hits gave
7-8
College of Charleston
BASEBALL continued page 11
him the loss.
5-7
FIU

a
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A week to go: Magic are
still in the playoff hunt
Trace Trylko '
MAGIC MANEUVERS
Tonight's Orlando Magic game is the
next in a week-long series of must-win
contests for this playoff-hungry squad. Followirig Orlando's 88-79 victory over Boston
Sunday,theMagic(38-40)trai1Atlantaand
Indiana by two games in the fight for a
playoff berth.
Sunday's win was not pretty, but it was
effective. The Magic halted a two-game
losing streak and kept the pressure on the
Hawks and Pacers for the eighth and final
playoff spot in the Eastern Conference.
Shaquille O'Neal dumped in 20 points and
grabbed 21 rebounds to lead the Magic in
this defensive effort. It was the sixth time
O'Neal has put up 20 or more points and
rebounds in a game this season. O'Neal's
low-~ey lockerroom demeanor onc.e again
was evident during post-game inteIViews.
"We came out and did what we had tO
do," O'Neal said.
Orlando rallied from a 24-21 first quar-

w

ter deficit and put up 33 i}oints in the
second. The Magic went to the half ahead
54-43 and maintained a 77-67 lead at tbe
end ofthree. The game really got ugly in the
fourth. The teams combined for 23 points
~d Orlando went on a more than eight
·minute stretch without a bucket.
Tonight, the Magic face the Washington
Bullets. The Magic can not take the Bullets
lightly,astheydidwithPhiladelphiaThurs-dayina101-85defeat.Magicplayersknow
what is at stake.
"We need every win we can get. We're
hoping some other teams we'll lose for us,"
Dennis Scott said
In other action tonigh~ the Pacers travel
to Atlanta in a key Central Division
matchup. Orlando's finale with Atlanta
Saturdaynight m:ightdetenninewhosews
· up the final playoff spot. Magic head coach
MattGuokasdoesil'tfeelhehastopumpup
his sqriad down the stretch.
"Our players can read the paper. We've
got the standings posted in the locker. If
you'vegottobeatonadrumtogettheguys
motivated, then you're in trouble," Guokas
said.

East playoff picture
GB Home Away

Magic
vs.
1-3
20-19
21-19
26-27
6-Charlotte 41
38 .519
---'
2-1
23-16 17-22 23-29
40
.513
7-Atlanta
38
2-2
26-13 14-25 26-26
7-lndiana
40
.513
38
1-3
26-13 12-27 29-23
40
2
Detroit
38
.487
25-14 13-26 24-28
Orlando 38
40 .487
2
Remaining games for Orlando -Home: Tuesday, Washington; Saturday,
Atlanta. Away: Wednesday, Boston; Friday, New Jersey.
L

Pct

(
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f

Shaquille O'Neal muscles his way around Robert Parish en route to
two more of the 21 points he scored in the Magic victory. (0eHoog1FurnREJ

WAS TRACE ON THE MARK WITH HIS NBA PREDICTIONS? page 10
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Ray Bell with band Toxic Shock rock the house at Club Nowhere in Orlando. (dave bauerlfutureJ
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It was about 12:30 a.m. on a Saturday night last
month at Orlando's Club Nowhere. Ray .Bell, the
vocalist of Toxic Shock, finishes yet another wann
Budweiser and makes his way toward the stage. It is
time for his band to go on. Bell fanned Toxic Shock
about five years ago in New York. Since then, the
band has gone through numerous line-up changes,
produced three tapes and is now on a six-week tour
opening for thrash legends Nuclear Assault.
Catching up with Bell and guitarist Pat Servedio
after NuclearAssault vocalist/guitarist John Connelly
finished, we had a spirited conversation about everything from warm beer to the band to the proliferation
of the name "Buttafucco" in the headi in es.
The text of that chat (minus meaningless ban ~
ter) lies below ...
First of all, I have yet to hear you guys playa
So what do you sound like?
Pat: Our <demo) tape has two different types of
styles. One is like real thrash. and one is more
Metallica-ish. Heavy metal.
Ray: We got to kind of grow and change with the
times. So I think it kind of speaks for itself. It's stuff
you reallywouldn 't expect. Ourfirst show with Nuclear
Assault was in January. and people were like, There's
something different about this! I can't put my finger on
it. but there's something different.'
Pat: There's a big difference. We were just
screaming on the old stuff, and now there's melodies
and hannonies and shit.
So what direction do you see the band
progressing toward? ·
Ray: We got this tour happening. There's talk of
a lot of other things. We're going to do some studio
stuff as soon as we get off this tour.
What would yo~ say are your biggest influQ
ences, musically?
Pat: I listen to everything. t've got the new Poison
album. Our drummer has the Milli Vanilh tape. My
tape·collection goes from classical music to Napalm
Death.
Ray: We all have different tastes as far as music
is concerned. If someone came up to us with every
album in the world and told us to each pick one album,
we would all pick something different. That's what
helps us with our sound.
What are some of your songs about?
Ray: "M.A.D." is a good one. Over the summer,

our good friend and guitarist ... an unfortunate thing
happened. He shot himself. We don't know why; we
didn't see it coming. There were no warning signs,
but it happened. We were right in the middle of doing
this tape (their second demo tape)- and this whole
tape is a turning point for us. with this whole style
change. and that was tearing us apart. because some
of us wanted to do it. and others were like 'Fuck this!
The hell with it.' But we got through it. It's more of a
power ballad. like Testament's song "The Ballad" it's along that line. Another song on the tape is called
"The Things I Must Endure" which derives from it's actually very complicated. it's about Alcoholics
Anonymous. My father was an alcoholic; so I got
involved in that to a point. And he always told me, 'Oh,
the things that I must endure!~ So, it's basically about
dealing with life. We have another cut. "Show Me the
Light" which is about how you have all these Catholic
people telling you 'Don't have abortions!' and 'Don't
do this!' and 'Don't do that!' Don't preach to me until
you get your shit together.
What bands.out there now are you into?
Ray: The new Flotsam and Jetsam al bum is great.
Biohazard is great. The new Nuclear Assault is really
good. The new Testament is good.
Pat: Yeah, we might be doing afew shows with them.
Politically, what one issue is the most
important to you, and how do you incorpoc
rate that into your music?
.
Ray: Well, one thing' that's been pissing me off is
the weather by my house. It has nothing to do with my
music, but Ijust felt like making that statement. Umm
... I don't know. We try to stay away from the political
thin@s. because that's kind of cliche. Alot of bands Megadeth is real. real into politics. Let them do it. To
me. I would just like to write something for someone
to just sit down and say ...
Pat: Issues that hit home.
Ray: Yeah, that's it exactly. .Anyone can watch the
nevvs and find out what's going on. And if you vvrite a
political song that's relevant today. tomorrovv it won't be,
J

I heard you say before you were working
on getting a majo .... label deal. Can you
comment about that?
Ray: There's a lot of things that are up in the air for

TOXIC SHOCK continued page F8
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Theatre's 'Laughing Wild'
a lively understatement
·

If you think the new film "Falling Down" is an
accurate chronicle of the frustrations of everyday life.
get a quick reality check with "Laughing Wild, " the
lates~ offering from the folks at Theatre Downtown.
This two-person show stars Peg O'Keefe and
Tom Sheorhman and is a part of the company's
newly-instituted "Lobby Series ."
"Officially this is the second one," Sherohman
said. Although the theater has previously used
the lobby to show concurrent shows, they have
decided to alternate regularly.between five weeks
on the main . stage and three-week runs in the
lobby itself to "make better use of our space."
And what a use of space this show is.
The show takes its title from the Beckett quote
concerning "laughingwildlyamidst severest woe,"
a phrase that seems equally applicable to both
protagqnists of this particular story, which starts
with the two characters relating their own interpretation of a similar incident in which they confronted one another over a can of tuna fish in a
grocery store.
As each relates his or her interpretation of the
event. each takes the opportunity to proselytize
on life. As it turns out, both want to "just breathe."
During these sets of discourse, everything in
life - past and · present - is covered: the Harmonic Convergence, Sally Jessy Raphael. Alcoholics Anonymous, Andy Warhol, abortion, Tony
Orlando and Dawn, the environment, Diana Ross.
homosexuality. Marky Mark, Chernobyl, even
God and His hand in getting "Dream girls" a slew
of Tonys while staying conspicuously absent from
the Holocaust.

it fl

®

even though Cshe has) been in m~ntal institutions"
,l
"I've been to college, although I didn't read
everything they assigned. " she announces . " I
mean, what good would it have done?"
O'Keefe plays her part with a comedic skill,
timing and body language of a cross between
Jackie Gleason, Lucille Ball and Robin Williams.
Besides, it's difficult to disagree with a certifiably
insane woman who "wants Dr. Ruth and Mother
Theresa to fight to the death in the coliseum."
Sherohman's character, on the other hand,
declares that he is "sensitive to the vibrations
around me. Either that. or I'm paranoid."
His character is "starved for some meaning in
Chis) life" and is constantly striving for that peacefulness that eludes him in his personality workshops.
He manages a relative demeanor of calm although
he admits that "under the surface there )s always
that queasy feeling of anxiety."
The first act is ~plit between the monologues
delivered by each .
Then. in the second act. they manage to get together. Peg O'Keefe battles Tom Sherohman in hilarious
Suffice it to say that things get really weird at "Laughing Wild." (courtesytTHEATRE DOWNTOWN)
that point, although there is a resolution of sorts
by the end of the show.
If you have ever been frustrated by the futility
--~~nm
~--- ---of life ! angered by other's ignorance or lack of
J....AU~.u·.-.:g Wdd" is shown every Fri. and Sat.
intelligence, or just generally p.o. 'd at people. you
evening at·8 p.m. until May 1, with a 2:30 p.m.
might want to check out "Laughing Wild."
matinee on this Swiday. Ticket prices are $5 for
It allows you to iderytify with the two characters
theSWlllaymatineeand$8fortheeveningshows.
as well as get a few good laughs at the same time.
Students,
·
personnel, senior · •
and
··· Walt Di'iney World employees may purd~
evening tickets for $6.

Panama Jack
Resort Services
and Sports

is now hiring ENERGENIC PEOPLE!

tt';• -. .; _ .

_ _

:FAcrs:-.
,.
•

•

• bill cushin.g

WINTER
PARK
. o\;Q'O]<>
AIJ, UCF ~0,~0 r

·,----_

Come work with us at the finer Hotels
and Resorts in the Orlando and Lake
Buena Vista Areas.

STUDENTS

CALL US TODAY 345-1089

We copy all night

2 for 1 large daiquiris
an Davor

For most of us, there just aren't
enough hours in a 9 to 5 day. We know
that there are times when you' 11 find
yourself working around the clock to get
an important project completed on
time. And that's why we're open 24
hours a day... every day.

I
I
' I Come into the Kinko,s listed between lOpm and 7am and save on
I in-store, self-serve Macintosh®computer rental time. One coupon per
I · customer. Not valid with other offers. Good through May 31, 1993.
I Open 24 houvs

• 6ss.9s1s

k•1nfto•se
la
,
~~

I 12215 University Blvd.
§~
I (Across from UCF)
the copy center ·~'.~
I.:~~"l\<;~·@>-·'.il~~~~-}·~~,~~ii.
...~
~~~~~-:~":~~m..~m~~~~~~9.'~~~~~&.~~x~8:<~?*!:!$:~.::.:~~~~~~~~~. •.

,,

: . EVERY .TUESDAY NIGHT

310 S. Park Avenue
647-8719

r-------------------------,

·1

Bring in this coupon and receive

1

4 Free Jello Shots .

· :

I
I

on Tuesday Only

:

Must be 21 Years Old to Enter

I
I

L-----------------~-----~-~
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Depp isn't the only one out of his tree in ne,,; film
Have you ever been truly mad about
Quinn seems lost in the role with no
someone?
real emotional direction.Whenagirlasks
Simply mad?
him out to dinner at his mechanic job. he
"Benny & Joon," a romantic drama, has almos~ no emotional reaction.
Masterson. who was seen earlier this
probes this question through the lives
and loves of the Chaplinesque Sam, year in "Married to It." gives an innocent
played by Johnny Depp and the mentally but violent portrayal of a finger-painting,
ill Joan. played by Mary Stuart peanut-butter shake-making schizoMasterson. who wins him when she phrenic. However. her attractiveness
contrasted her temper and provoked a
loses in a poker game.
The film owes all of its greatness to mixed reaction.
JeremiahChechik, whodirected "Nathe genius of Depp. Before he arrives on
screen the film is dull and boring. but tional Lampoon's Christmas Vacation."
after, there is a sense of imagination, seems at home when the comical Depp
creativity and energy. The simple recre- enters the frame. but when th_e film reation of Chaplin's can-can dancing with cedes into drama, he loses his footing.
rolls in a diner then sliding to catch a tray One scene which portrays the death of
full of food and starting a juggling act with Benny and Joan's parents in a car crash
its plates is inspired. He sits in tubs that has nearly no cohesiveness in the story.
have no water in them. and talks with -During these kinds of sequences, the
Joan about the raisins on television that film tends to become monotonous.
The film starts off as a cliched drama
"scare them."
With each passing film role. Depp about a brother and sister whose relabecomes more and more brilliant. From tionship is saved by a magical person
"Cry-Baby" to "Edward Scissorhands" who enters their life. The antics toward
to "Benny &Jeon," he shows a level of the end, however. become cartoonish,
acting maturity rarely found in Holly- especially when Depp falls off a swing
wood. One of Depp' s upcoming projects while hovering near a hospital's fouris a reteaming with "Scissorhands" di- story window. He hits the ground with a
rector Tim Burton for the biography of resounding thud , gets up and says
"ouch."
'50s B-film director "Ed Wood. "
Without Depp. "Benny &Joan" would
Other aspects of the film, however,
seem rather unbalanced. While Depp have been a very slow-paced and moacts almost effortlessly through the ma- notonous film without magic. But with his
tenal. actress Masterson as Joon and performance and a great soundtrack
actor Aidan Quinn as Benny seem to with songs by Terriple of the Dog and
have trouble conveying their emotions Joe Cocker, the film becomes a enterwell. Quinn's character was orig.inally taining view of the misunderstood.
supposed to be played by · Woody
Harrelson. who dropped out of the project
to play one of the leads in Adrian Lyne's
e tim wassberg
"Indecent Proposal. "
central florida future

Aidan Quinn (Benny) and Mary Stuart Masterson {Joon) as brother and sister
must learn to love and let go in the romantic comedy 'Benny & Joon' (courtesyMiGM)

Albert Finney makes new start in 1 Rich In Love'
Sleeper could be 'Driving
Miss Daisy' of this year in film.

•

Back in 1989 the film "Driving Miss Daisy" was
a huge success. winning both critical and audience approval and a much-deserved Academy
Award for Best Picture. Now the same team that
brought "Driving Miss Daisy" to the screen (including Screenwriter Alfred Uhry and Director
Bruce Beresford) has created the film "Rich in
Love," a charming blend of comedy and drama
filled with great characters.
The film opens with the departure of Helen
Odom from her husband of 27 years, Warren.
She leaves him confused and alone with their
daughter Lucille. Lucille and Warren are forced to
adjust and decide to go on with their lives and
explore new loves.
There is a lot of love in "Rich in Love, " and most
of it is generated by Albert Finney. This great
British actor has adopted a southern accent and
some great charm to play Warren Odom, a man
who eats potato chip and mayonnaise sandwiches and rides a lawnmower down the street.
Finney adds just the right amount of quirkiness to
his charcter and is a joy to watch.
The central character in the film, however, is
Lucille. Unfortunately, she is also the least interesting of all the characters. She is solemn and
seems older than her own father. This is not the
fault of Kathryn Erbe ("What About Bob?") who
does a commendable job with the part.
Fortunately there are othercharacters. like her
older pregnant sister Rae-played with spunk by
Suzy Amis - that are far more interesting and

A~re Woodard (left) stars as Rhody Poole, an Odom family friend and confidante, who helps Kyle

Maclachlan understand his new in-laws In "RICH IN LOVE." (courtesyt~MJ
multi-dimensiona·I. Rae's new husband is played
by Kyle Mclachlan, a refreshing change from his
"Twin Peaks'" Agent Cooper.
Also appearing in the film are Jill ClaYburgh as the
enstranged mother, Alfred Woodard as a family
friend, Ehthan Hawke ("Alive") as Lucille's boyfriend
and Piper Laurie as Warren's hairdresser and new
love. Laurie brings some life to her character despite
the size of the role she plays in the film.

"Rich in Love" could have been a heavyhanded and overly sentimental film. Instead it is
simply a lighthearted and comical look at a southern family's lives and loves, and thanks to a great
cast and some truly memorable characters, it
succeeds.
• scott jacobson
central florida future

Patrick McGee .
Economics major

Cover letters
Follow-up letters
Three versions of my resume
Allst of contacts
Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet
WordPerfect word processor
Now Up-To-Date 2.0
MS-DOS files
SoftPC
Managing Your Money
HyperCard
Amoney and banking paper
Astatistics paper
Graphics for several papers
My class schedule
Instructions for using Internet
Research from CompuServe
My model stock portfolio
My checkbook
Alist of notable business quotes
Afax/modem
Afax I sent to a software company
My system for playing the horses
My win/loss record for the year

~
~·· ..

~

,

.:... ~-

: ... :. .· .:
i. .

> . .. - ( - ;

Scott Waltz
Economics professor

Overheads
Lecture notes
Assignments ·
Thsts I've given
Syllabus for International
Finance 281B
Syllabus for Economic
Development 286A
Grade tracking
Letters to old friends
Letters to colleagues
An article on national
transportation policy
Three chapters for a new textbook
The Far Side Daily Planner
Itinerary for Easter Island dig
this summer ·
Zen and the Art _ofMotorcycle
Maintenance
Microsoft Word
Lotus 1-2-3
Files from the department PC
Macintosh PC Exchange™
Files from my Mac' at home
Afax/modem
CompuServe
_ America Online
AppleLink"
Wildcat basketball stats
Electronic mail

· The new PowerBook™ computers
a_re more affordable than you
might think. learn about them at the
UCF Computer Store
across from Business Administration
& Engineering or call the
Macintosh Sales Office at 823-5434.
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1964' gives
UCFa look
at the Beatles

Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

Walking into the Student
~nter Auditorium last Tuesday was like being transported
back to the '60s.
Need:
Groupies screamed and
A
Will
danced while the Beatles played.
A Name Change
Actually, it wasn't the Beatles
Uncontested Dissolution
but 1964; a band that has dedicated itselfto imitating the Beatles.
.UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
Band members Gary Grimes
legal consultation and representation in
. CPauD, Tom WorkCGeorge), Greg
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
GeorgeCRingo) and Mark Benson
(John) went so far as to cosmetiFor information 0r an appointment
cally alter their faces to look like
· call 823-2538
the Fab Four.
or stop by the Student Center
Everything was a perfect repRoom210
Monday-Friday 8a.m.-5 p.m.
lica, from the British accents to
the black suits and moppy hairFunded UmJt:~\ i\ciiv;ty & Service Fee by the Student Government A&sociation
cuts. According to George
CRingo), the band studied Beatie ·
movies and researched Beatie
A little reminder from the Environmental Defense Fund
music history for authenticity: In
that
if you're not recycling, you're throwing
fact. Greg was a perfect imitaaway a lot more than just your trash.
tion down to the split leather
Recycle. Save our environmerit
~ ~i
"Beatie boots," which he explained were actually Cuban
boots with a seam down the
center.
These guys were "Beatie"
down to their underwear:
U~tening to the deafening music coming out of the modem
sound:blasting speakers, crazed
fans danced before the platA P l B
M E N T
form doing '60s dances like the
tWist and dances reflective of
One of the largest 2 & 3 bedroom
the decade's acid culture.
apartments in East Orlando.
1964 started off with "I Saw
Call us about our move-in specials
Her Standing" and followed with
FOR STUDENTS ONLY
the·Beatles classic "I Want to
{407) 365-8388
Hold Your Hand." Near the
middle of the concert the
•Windows in Every Kitchen •Sand Volleyball
• Screened Patio
• Basketball
Beatlemaniacs were given a
• Free Basic Cable Service
• 3 Swimming Pools
special treat with ~·can't Buy
•Washer/ Dryer Available
•Tennis
Me Love," "Twist and Shout"
•Shuttle Buses Available
• Racquetball
and "Roll Over Beethoven. "
There was also one straggly,
From University Bouleyard,
Alafaya Woods Blvd.
thin kid twisting like he was on
head north on Alafaya Trail
acid. He moved like the lead
to Alafaya-Woods Boulevard. UniversiryBlvd.
singer of the Soup Dragons,
Turn
right and we are just
acting as a reminder of the influahead on the left:
ence the Beatles had on music
history and modem music.
1964 did a terrific job of playing the Beatles, and all the fans
(400 or more) were quite happy
11
about the performance. The
MORE STORAGE for LESS 11 Month To Month
• AU SIZES RESIDENTIAL/COMMERCIAL
• RESIDENT MANAGER & SECURITY SYSTEM
band reciprocated by giving an
• RV BOAT & EQUIPM~NT OUTSIDE STORAGE • FENCED, UGHTED, CLEAN & PRIVATE
encore of four additional songs
e;
OPEN
2875 FORSYTH RD
678 -·15QQ
~
7 DAYS
ORLANDO • WINTER PARK
for their love and adulation. In
addition. those assembled for
that evening could actually hear
the music <something that never
occurred at Beatles concerts
due to the crowd).
In 1964' s rendition of "She
Loves You <Yahl Yah! YahD,
lead singer Grimes CPauD genEAST HWY 50
erated the same heart-throbbed
fans' screams and enthusiasm
as the real Beatles might have.
7200 Old Cheney
Hwy. (Old Cheney
"We're Just Around
while spinning and shaking his
at Goldenrod)
The Corner From Home"
moppy head in true BeatlesFERN PARK
style motion.
1964 was "fab" fun.
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MY DEGREE GOT ME THE INTERVIEW.
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB•
Army ROTC classes provide the leadership skills
sought by top employers. Register this term for
an Army ROTC elective.

Call CPT Angel A. Morales 823-2430

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COWGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

p ef>P .'!!!sT~ANT
'

Students Celebrate your Graduation with

·2 miles north of UCF
on Alafaya Trail

I

Serving lunch between 11: AM - 2:30 PM

------0-RA·G·Eru·:-:-:L·::-RY· @30-939~

• brynner yee
central florida future

·8226 S. Hwy 17-92

(1 mile N. of
Maitland Exchange)

I

Your choice of a special graduation
lunch buffet or Peppino 's dinner menu
Serving dinner between
5:00 PM and 10:30 PM
f arties of 6 or more please call 365-4774 for reservations.

Complimentary piece of chocolate mousse
with meal for Spring '93 UCF Grads
Bri~ yoor bike to tbe

8/K£IYD1/KS n)Obile repair service Every Wedr)esday ~ 9- 2 pflJ, across fron) tbe Wild Pizza-UCF campus

))i:ry~~"~Y'S
7660 University Boulevard
(407) 679·6GOO

r:

1273-1668)

·'

'\)MAY 8th
CENTRAL FLORIDA'S HOTTEST
BAND " SHOCK LIZZARD "

*All Domestic Liters$ 2.50
,* Miller Lite Bottles $ 1.50
* Prizes & Give Aways
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Cheers• writer Levine
discusses baseball in
new book 'It's Gone.. ..;.

•

Looking at the cover of "It's
gone! ...No, Wait a minute .. . "
by Ken Levine, one would think
it is a book only for the baseball
enthusiast. Yes, it helps to know
a little about baseball, but there
is much more to the book.
"It's Gone" 1s basically a
diary of Levine's year as the
radio announcer for the Baltimore Orioles. It provides a dayby- day insight of every aspect
in his life; from the opening
days of spring training to closing day.
Levine is best know as one
of the writers of "Cheers" and
"M.A.S.H." From the day he
first heard Vin Sc!Jlly with his
dad, he had a dream of being a
radio announcer for a major
league team. After sitting in the
stands practicing · play-by-play
for the Dodgers and working
for minor league teams, he got ·
the call ~ith the Orioles.
While he could just empha
size what he did behind the
microphone, instead he empha
sized what the team did, what
his friends did, what his wife
and family did, and what his
fantasy baseball team did.
Not only did he give a broad
aspect of his life, he provided
it with the humor he has used
to his advantage in his television writing. In describing a
double-header against Kansas City he said, "this ~was
the first Sunday doubleheader at Royal Stadium since
197 4 .. . scheduled doublev
headers are about as rare as
presidential resignations and when was the last time
you remember one of those?"
In another instance he was
being prophetic and didn't know
0

0

The Central Florida Future in cooperation with Universal Pictures is awarding free passes
to "Splitting Heirs." Just stop by our editorial trailer and
answer the following trivia question:
Name the most recent movie that starred Barbara Hershey.
Quantities are limited; first come, fi:rst served.
No phone calls will be accepted for this c9ntest

A'ITENTION STUDEJVTS!

Now is the time to think..

EUROPE!!!

money:

Forget what you've heard! See Europe
for as low as $40 per day!
Cover the continent with the Student Travel Experts!

Call for.details and rates!

Crown Travel
A Destiny Travel Group Company

(407) 682-7657
Dedicated to serving students
nationwide
ASK ABOUT OUR UPCOMING FREE SEMINARS!!

• alan byrd
central florida future

Looking for business9
marketing or any
major interested in
earning

o

We handle it all! AIR-EURAIL-BUS-HOSTELS

it. He said "Cheers" would be
on until Nolan Ryan retired . This
is true, since both are now in
their last season.
The style in which he wrote
the book adds to the nature of
the book. Instead of writing in a
traditional novel style, he takes
each day and puts it into a separate category. Throughout the
season, not a day was missed.
Even off days, when he would
sleep in and do nothing, were
included_
The book would not be complete if he didn't discuss his
relationship with his wife and
family. Throughout the book,
his love for his wife showed,
and, since they could not make
the move to Baltimore, he
showed his disdain for being
away. Regularly, he discusses
what he has missed and . his
conversations.
While most of us would look
at the job of announcer as a
wonderful job because of the
daily conversation with the
players, he shows the downside, such as the travel. the
long night flights, the loneliness of being away from home
and two hours of Oriole talk
during rain delays.
A great book brings a tear to
my eyes the same way I can't be
seen after watching "The Color
Purple. " '.'It's Gone" is one such
book. At the end, when lamenting overthe season, he touches
the heart of- anyone who has
ever spent time away from the
one you love, as he shows love
overcomes even the biggest
dreams.

HAPPY HOUR EVERYDAY 11-7
lo Go Orders Welcome!

Chili's

Congratulates
UCF'_s Spring
1993

Grads

303 S. Semoran Blvd.
South of University Drive

679-7669
12181 E. Colonial Drive
atAfafaya &E. Colonial
384-6622

Mention thie ad for
free Chi s and Salsal

The sky's the limit.
The Central Florid a·
Future has unl imi ted
opportunities for advertising representatives ,
Payment is made on a
generous commission
basis and the only
requirements are a
positive and motivated
personality. Prior experi ence in sales is helpful,
but not required.Call Bill
or Tisha at 823-2602.

The sooner you
start, the sooner
you earn.

FB

- - - - ---,
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TOXIC SHOCK

Ar~ur Village ... Nature'§ Beauty Surrounds You.
The rreshness of country living ~·!th the convenience of
urba~life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, a;1d a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
waL1<:ing distance to UCF.

FROM PAGE F1
us right now. We're waiting to
feel out our options. We're going to see how the tour goes,
what kind of responses we get.
It's weird being on this tour,
playing in places where very
few people have heard of us it's not like with Nuclear Assault, where they have all the
albums and know all the material and can just go nuts -with
us. it's more like 'What do these
guys really sound like?'

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

.2 laundry facilities
• 2 S"'1imming pools

.Professional managemenr
•Exercise Room

· Belz Factory
· Outlet World

OUTLET·
lb .

. Mall 2

.oversized walk-in closets
.Small pets accepted
• Volkyb.tl.V 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE

363-4670
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

10% ·student discount on regular ·merchandise with UCF-ID_ __ _

• dave bauer
central florida future

If you would like a free
Toxic Shock tape, sticker
or additional information,
write to:
Toxic Shock, c/o: Pat
Servedio, 88 Palm St.,
Lindenhurst, NY 117 5 7.
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FREES" SUB

1

Buy One 6" Sub And Get One Of
Equal Or Lesser Value FREE
With.Purchase of Medium Drink

I
I

Offer Exp1res 5/31/93 Not valid wuh any other
discountoffcr.Norvalidwi!hdeliveryorders.

I

1

L.:::•::;m.:o.:."'.:'.:~.J

Subs & Salads
12251 University Blvd~
Across from UCF Next to
UC6 Cinema
Phone Ahead For Pick-Up

281-1007

r--@B°jf--1
FREE 6" SUB

1

I
I

Buy One 6" Sub And Get One Of
Equal Or Lesser Value FREE
With Purchase of Medium Drink

I

Offer Expues 5/31/93 Not valid with any other
discounroffer.Norvalidw1rhdelivtryorckrs.

1

I
I
I
I
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AWESOME ADVENTURE
Submerse at the ancient ruins of Tikal
Stepback to the XVI Century visiting
Oaxaca, San Christobal and Antigua
Climb the Pacaya Volcano
Treck the Jungle
MEXICO & GUATEMAIA 17 DAYS PRICE: $1,364
GUATEMAIA

7 DAYS PRICE: $847
10, 2 7, ]UNE 1 7, ]ULY 6

DEPARTURES MAY

Information 363-0794 [Juan]
Reservations STRR TOURS 290-5159

It's 10 PM. You've crammed for finals
_all week. Took two today. And
now you've got to pack an entire
semester's worth of Philosophy into
one take-home exam, in one night.
But how do you stay awake when
you're totally wiped? Revive
with Vivarin. Safe as coffee,
Vivarin helps keep you awake
and mentally alert for hours.
So when you have pen in
. ~, hand, but sleep· on the brain,
make it a Vivarin night!

<

--

----- with VIVARIN~ ·~.
----------Re~ive

-----

,, Use only as directed. Contai111 caffeine "QUivalent to 2 aipe of cOttee.

------

-------

~
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